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Welsh underground superstar, Geraint Clark, offers three brilliant playing card
divinations from a shuffled deck in use. But these are far from your standard 'pick-
a-card' trick. Each effect is more impossible than the one before, with the
magician revealing the chosen card though there was no way to for him to have
any idea what the card was. Each effect is diabolical, practical and most of all,
potent for a lay audience. This is Revolt. Here's what you get:

Essential: A FREELY CHOSEN card is selected at random and the spectator is
then able to shuffle the card into the deck, losing it completely. The magician is
able to locate the card despite these test conditions. This effect relies on a very
clever principle that, once mastered, will help you create miracles in this and
countless other effects. Geraint offers several ways to get into and out of the
effect, and offers advice on how to handle less than optimal conditions to create
the strongest effect possible.

Alter Ego: A card is chosen at random and lost in the pack. The spectator can
then shuffle the cards, losing the card legitimately. The magician is able to divine
the name of the card without ever having to touch the deck. The method is
genius, can be set up while interacting with the audience between tricks, and has
the potential to create a real moment of astonishment.

Momentum: You'll be using this one within moments of seeing this clever
method. Again, a freely chosen card is selected and replaced in the pack and can
be lost in the deck. Before the cards have been handed to the spectator to be
shuffled, and without turning ANY cards face up, you will instantly know the name
of the selection. Momentum allows you to take a very commonplace item, one
that you carry with you daily, and turn it into an impromptu gaff. Get miles ahead
in your card work, creating true miracles with pasteboards.

Download this video today and start performing!
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